Application of VAMSAS enabled tools for the investigation of protein evolution


Analysis of protein evolution involves the application of a combination of methods: nucleic acid and protein alignment, phylogenetic modelling, tree building, and functional annotation analysis. Whilst there are many interactive applications capable of applying one or more of these approaches, very few efficiently enable the user to perform all aspects of such a study. We present an example that demonstrates how this kind of analysis can be performed using applications that have been modified to dynamically exchange data; via the ‘Visualization and Analysis of Molecular Sequences, Alignments, and Structures’ (VAMSAS) framework.

The VAMSAS framework is a data exchange and interoperation framework for bioinformatics applications. It enables them to share sequences, alignments, phylogenetic trees and annotation, and rapidly exchange messages so that each one’s visualization of the shared data can be synchronised. For example, messages are exchanged to indicate current display state such as the position of the mouse pointer within an amino acid sequence, or a newly selected area in an alignment. Shared data may also be exported, to provide a complete record of the current state of an analysis that can be exchanged with other researchers.

An LGPL licensed implementation of the VAMSAS framework was developed in Java to enable interoperation between three popular graphical applications: Jalview[1] is a widely used workbench for multiple sequence alignment, visualization, editing and analysis developed at the University of Dundee. TOPALi[2] is a program for evolutionary analysis of protein and nucleotide sequence alignments and phylogenetic tree construction, developed by Biomathematics and Statistics Scotland, and the Scottish Crop Research Institute. AV@MSD-EBI[3, 4] enables the visualization and analysis of protein and nucleic acid structures, and interfaces to web services provided by the Macromolecular Structure Database (MSD) at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). The VAMSAS web site (www.vamsas.ac.uk) provides more information about the library, and links to the different programs.